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I m not a huge fan of the Tacky books, but I have to admit that I
did like this one Pulled for a unit on elephants, I found this to
be a pretty cute little read The fancy tablecloths reminded me
of the painting elephants do, too, which was a nice bonus. A
great book. Not my favorite Tacky book, but it was cute. Tacky
was not like the other penguins but did everything louder and
withenthusiasm When he went surfing and ended up in a
strange place he finds himself with a problem Cute story.
Tacky The Penguin Goes Windsurfing And Ends Up On A
Tropical Island, Captive To An Elephant Who, Upon Seeing
Tacky S Floral Hawaiian Shirt, Mistakes Him For A Bouquet Of
Flowers The Elephant Thinks That Tacky Would Make A Pretty
Centerpiece, So She Arranges Him In A Vase And Sets Him
On Her Table Tacky S Fans Are Sure To Delight In The Show
As Tacky Uses All Of His Best Penguin Moves To Wriggle
Himself Out Of This Hilarious Jungle Mix Up Only The Team Of
Helen Lester And Lynn Munsinger Could Pull Off A Tale Of
Such Far Fetched Adventure They Are Masters At The Art Of
Creating Silly Stories And Beloved Characters That Make
Children Laugh Out Loud Tacky in Trouble had great reviews
and many of my friends love this books from their childhood, so
I had to pick it up I really enjoyed this book and the illustrations
I enjoyed how Tacky was a unique character who didn t fallow
the rules Tacky was a very colorful character, from the clothes
he wore to his personality This books takes you on a crazy
adventure with Tacky Because Tacky doesn t fallow the rules
and does what he wants, not what others want He ends up
sailing across the see and landing on an island When all Tacky
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s friends just want to take a nap, he wants to go be active and
go surfing and it takes him on an adventure where he meets
Rocky, the elephant I really enjoyed this book and think
students would also enjoy it for many reasons I think children
would enjoy the book for its story and the adventure it takes
you on The books is humors as it is about the friendship
between an elephant and a penguin Students could also enjoy
Tacky the character as much as I did, his character keeps
things exciting I would love to have this book in my classroom
and Tacky has several other books so students would read
them all. Age range 4 8Personal Reaction I enjoyed reading
this book very much because it involves the readers with the
story and make the reader get attached to the story.Purpose
Read aloud to four years old children for different purposes It is
about being brave and discovers other places Also, Tacky
wasn t afraid to be in new place and meet new creatures He
was in trouble with Rocky he used his dancing moves to
illustrate the tablecloth to get his shirt to go back home
Curriculum Read aloud discuss how Tacky is not afraid to
adventure the world Also it is great story for practice dialog.
This book is about a penguin who is very different from the
other penguins He embraces his difference and does not hold
back One day he get blown away while surfing and met an
elephant who did not know what a penguin was, and he
showed her by making a messy but beautiful table cloth when
he returns home he then realizes that he was missed The
penguins who thought that he was too weird noticed that he
actually is the only thing that makes their lives interesting and
fun This story teaches kids to not be afraid of being different,
and others need people who are a little different to make
lifefun. My favorite thing about this book that was sort of a wink
to the audience is that the penguin s name is Tacky because
how he looks and acts could be described as tacky by the
other penguins because he is kind of an outsider I also found it
interesting that he didn t know what the other animals were and
kept describing them as weird penguins I liked this because in
other books people assume animals know about other animals
but if they re never exposed to them then how are they
supposed to know what they are And this book kept it real The
soft, watercolor illustrations and simple story line make this a
good choice for reading aloud to any age. Tacky is a penguin
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that get whisked away to tropical island On the island, Tacky is
hoping on rocks until he lands on one that is actually an
elephant Well, the elephants falls in love with Tacky s flower
shirt and decides to use him as a bouquet on the table for a
centerpiece Finally, Tacky has to prove to the elephant that he
is actually penguin If he cannot convince him, he will not be
able to go home Tacky finally makes it home to all of his
friends on another ocean breeze I like this book because of the
adventure that Tacky takes in the story This would be a great
book to help teach predicting skills.
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